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Boberg Arms Coporation. White Bear Lake, Minnesota

XR45 "Mag-Clip" Loading Procedure.

Insert the first round into the mag-clip
as you would normally do.

Grip the mag in your fist with the back
facing away from you. The base of the
mag is on the inner side of my pinky 
finger that I have curled in a bit more to 
give myself something firm to push 
against.

Customers may find the "Mag-Clip" to be problematic to operate. Actually
with the right technique and a little practice, loading rounds into the

mag-clip becomes very easy. Here is what we have found to be the best method!
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Boberg Arms Coporation. White Bear Lake, Minnesota

XR45 "Mag-Clip" Loading Procedure.

Use your "top" thumb to both
compress the top round in the
magazine, and gently slide the round
towards the back of the mag, lining
it up with the mag clip.

You can also use the round you are
inserting to aid in pushing the previous
round down. After some practice you
will get the feel for this.

Customers may find the "Mag-Clip" to be problematic to operate. Actually
with the right technique and a little practice, loading rounds into the

mag-clip becomes very easy. Here is what we have found to be the best method!
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Boberg Arms Coporation. White Bear Lake, Minnesota

XR45 "Mag-Clip" Loading Procedure.

Continue putting downward pressure
on the lower round with the new round
as it is inserted into the mag. 
The lower round will level out as the 
new round is pushed completely in.

Holding your fist, that is gripping the 
mag, tightly against your chest or body 
works best. Resting your fist on a 
bench works well too!

Customers may find the "Mag-Clip" to be problematic to operate. Actually
with the right technique and a little practice, loading rounds into the

mag-clip becomes very easy. Here is what we have found to be the best method!
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